Gasoline: supply tight but not depleted

Hightower named new ad manager

Thomas joins Entex as Carthage manager

County to work more hours; fewer days

Hall seeking investigation of HUDCO
Gas

Gas prices continue to decline, due in part to the increased production of natural gas from fracking. The prices are expected to remain stable for the next few months. Consumers are advised to continue to monitor their gas usage.
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New

The latest trend in home improvement is the use of sustainable materials. This not only reduces your carbon footprint but also enhances the value of your property.
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When they're old enough to ask...

They're old enough to know the facts of life and death. When they throw out the baby with the bathwater, it's time for a new set of shoes. But before you buy them, make sure they're the perfect fit. Our expert fitters will ensure that they're comfortable and stylish.
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Better way out

The summer is here, and the energy crisis continues. The cost of energy is astronomical, and it affects every aspect of our lives. It makes sense to look for ways to save energy and reduce our dependence on non-renewable resources.

One way to do this is to encourage the use of renewable energy sources such as solar, wind, and hydroelectric power. By investing in these technologies, we can reduce our reliance on fossil fuels and decrease our carbon footprint.

Another option is to promote energy efficiency in our homes and workplaces. This can be done by using energy-efficient appliances, insulation, and lighting. By making small changes, we can significantly reduce our energy consumption and save money on our utility bills.

We must also work to increase awareness of the energy crisis and encourage others to join us in taking action. By spreading the word and getting involved, we can make a difference and ensure a sustainable future for generations to come.

Sherlock is needed at home

The energy crisis has put increased pressure on households to conserve energy. One way to do this is to improve the energy efficiency of our homes. This can be achieved through various measures such as improving insulation, using energy-efficient appliances, and switching to renewable energy sources.

However, the current energy crisis has also highlighted the need for governments to take action. We need to see a shift towards a more sustainable and energy-efficient economy. This requires a comprehensive approach that includes policies to encourage the use of renewable energy, improve energy efficiency, and reduce our reliance on fossil fuels.

In addition, we must also work to increase awareness of the energy crisis and encourage others to join us in taking action. By spreading the word and getting involved, we can make a difference and ensure a sustainable future for generations to come.

ENERGY. We can’t afford to waste it.

The current energy crisis has put increased pressure on households to conserve energy. One way to do this is to improve the energy efficiency of our homes. This can be achieved through various measures such as improving insulation, using energy-efficient appliances, and switching to renewable energy sources.

However, the current energy crisis has also highlighted the need for governments to take action. We need to see a shift towards a more sustainable and energy-efficient economy. This requires a comprehensive approach that includes policies to encourage the use of renewable energy, improve energy efficiency, and reduce our reliance on fossil fuels.

In addition, we must also work to increase awareness of the energy crisis and encourage others to join us in taking action. By spreading the word and getting involved, we can make a difference and ensure a sustainable future for generations to come.
Mildew can be removed

Farms, high humidity and dampness can all cause mold and mildew to form on your home's exterior surfaces. Mildew can be a problem in many parts of the country, especially in humid areas. There are several ways to remove mildew from your home's exterior surfaces, including:

1. Use a mildew killer:
   - Mix 1/2 cup of bleach with 1 gallon of water.
   - Apply the solution to the affected area with a brush or sprayer.
   - Let it sit for 30 minutes before rinsing off with a garden hose.

2. Use a mildew killer and a water repellant:
   - Mix 1/2 cup of bleach with 1 gallon of water.
   - Apply the solution to the affected area with a brush or sprayer.
   - Let it sit for 30 minutes.
   - Apply a water repellant to the surface to prevent mildew from returning.

3. Use a mildew killer and a fungicide:
   - Mix 1/2 cup of bleach with 1 gallon of water.
   - Apply the solution to the affected area with a brush or sprayer.
   - Let it sit for 30 minutes.
   - Apply a fungicide to the surface to prevent mildew from returning.

4. Use a mildew killer and a mold killer:
   - Mix 1/2 cup of bleach with 1 gallon of water.
   - Apply the solution to the affected area with a brush or sprayer.
   - Let it sit for 30 minutes.
   - Apply a mold killer to the surface to prevent mildew from returning.

Remember, it's important to keep your home dry and well-ventilated to prevent the growth of mold and mildew. If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to contact your local pest control professional.
Old Center woman publishes elementary math book

The story of learning in the Old Center is a tale of perseverance and triumph. While the neighborhood was known for its challenges, one woman took it upon herself to create a math book that would change the landscape of education.

The book, titled "Old Center Math: A Journey Through Numbers," was published by the woman, who wishes to remain anonymous. The book is designed to help elementary students understand the concepts of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.

The author, who was once a student in the Old Center, said she wrote the book because she wanted to give back to the community that had given her so much.

"I grew up in the Old Center, and the people there are so strong," said the author. "I wanted to create something that would help the next generation of students.

The book includes fun activities and puzzles that make learning math enjoyable. It's not just a book, it's a journey.

Downrigger: a new way to fish

The Downrigger is a new fishing technique that's taking the sport by storm. Unlike traditional fishing methods, the Downrigger allows anglers to target specific areas of a body of water, increasing their chances of catching fish.

The Downrigger was developed by a group of fishermen who noticed that fish were moving to deeper waters. They came up with the idea of using a device that would allow them to target those areas.

The device can be attached to a boat or a fishing rod, and it uses a specialized line to lower bait or lures to the desired depth. This makes it easier for anglers to catch fish that are otherwise hard to reach.

State surveying fishermen

The state is currently surveying fishermen to gather data on the impact of the Downrigger on the fishing industry. The survey is being conducted to ensure that the new technique is safe and does not harm the environment.

"We want to make sure that the Downrigger is not doing any harm to the ecosystem," said the state's fisheries director. "We want to make sure that we are doing everything we can to protect the environment."
For senior citizens

Carthage sponsoring art classes

A plan to sponsor art classes for senior citizens has been announced by the Carthage Public Library. The classes will be held at the library and will be taught by local artists. The library is looking for volunteers to help with the classes. Those interested in volunteering can contact the library at 123-4567.

VINYL FLOORCOVERING SALE

ARMSTRONG SUNDIAL SOLARIAN

NO WAX 4 COLORS IN STOCK

REG. $1.99
SALE $1.79

ARMSTRONG IMPERIAL ACACIOTE

3 COLORS IN STOCK

REG. $2.99
SALE $2.79

GRAND OPENING DRAWINGS

1. UP TO 30 SQ. TDS. OF ARMSTRONG DESIGNER SOLARIAN, YOUR CHOICE OF PATTERN AND COLOR, MATERIAL ONLY.

2. UP TO 30 SQ. TDS. OF ANY CARPET IN STOCK, MATERIAL ONLY.

Come See Us In Our New Location!
OPEN 8-5 P.M. MON.-FRI.

FREE REFRESHMENTS DURING GRAND OPENING MONDAY

INTERIOR-DECOR

We Give "Free Estimates On Every Job."
## Classified Ads

### Classified Section Headings
- Business Directory
- Classifieds
- Real Estate
- Employment
- Services
- Cars
- Pets
- Antiques
- Collectibles
- Clothing
- Electronics
- Furniture
- Home Improvement
- Tools
- Appliances
- Sports
- Travel
- Vacation
- Vehicles
- Jewelry
- Gifts
- Health
- Education
- Pets
- Other

### Example Ad

**FOR SALE**

- 3 Bedroom Bungalow
- Brick house on 1/2 acre lot
- Custom Cabinets - With Built-In Double Garage
- 693-9587 or 693-3455

**FOR SALE**

- 2 Bedroom 1 Bath
- Brick house on 1/2 acre lot
- Custom Cabinets - With Built-In Double Garage
- 693-9587 or 693-3455

**For Rent**

- 2 Bedroom 1 Bath
- Brick house on 1/2 acre lot
- Custom Cabinets - With Built-In Double Garage
- 693-9587 or 693-3455

** Craigslist Ads**

- WANTED: Double Garage
- Contact: 693-9587 or 693-3455

### Classified Ads Example

**Employment**

- Full-Time Position: Office Manager
- Experience: 5+ years
- Contact: 693-9587 or 693-3455

**Real Estate**

- For Sale: 2 Bedroom 1 Bath
- Brick house on 1/2 acre lot
- Custom Cabinets - With Built-In Double Garage
- 693-9587 or 693-3455

**Services**

- Handyman Services
- Home Repairs
- Contact: 693-9587 or 693-3455
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City ok's local three percent motel occupancy tax

Lightning bolts hit county twice

PJC gets student loan funds

Reactions mixed

Longview S&L branch debated

Local man killed